Community

I am my Brothers Keeper
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OMMUNITY (belonging to or a par cipant of) is something of a human birthright. At birth we get our first
experience of community when we are received into family
-whether by choosing surrogate family members or by
human birth DNA lineage, community receives, embrace,
cares for and looks a er its own. Idyllic community provides the earthly expression of uncondi onal love that all
humans need in order to survive this world’s experience.
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All communi es can exist and co-exist within the context of
a local, regional, na onal, Interna onal or global construct.
At their best they provide and support the physical, spiritual, emo onal, psychological, intellectual and social needs
of it members while opera ng within uniquely iden fiable
dependent and co-dependent set of parameters. Despite
poli cal, religious or social aﬃlia on at the core of community lies the adherence to a shared set of values, trusts,
and inten ons to either create ac on or to work together in
response to inac on.
Community must cul vate ways for its members to possess
what Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs says all men (women)
need to thrive-the provision of food, shelter and clothing.
Then and only then can one begin the journey of self-actualiza on and the ability to transcend circumstance should
community fail.
It is the agreement of individual to share common belief
systems, moral codes, or ethical commitments that make
community thrive. Quite o en members of a well func oning Community whose, appearance of an eﬀortless provision of basis needs assume, because of natural inheritance,
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a sense of en tlement and privilege o en
negate their co-responsibility and obliga on
to give. Adherence to universal law: The law
of Reciprocity hangs in the balance.

others. No greater challenge has the church
been given than that of shepherding and
tending to the social needs of the Ci zens,
Ci zens We.

The Law of Reciprocity requires even exchange. Even exchange of equal value but
not necessarily of like or equal kind is demanded. The ming of the exchange is less
important than the exchange it self-taking
place and not necessarily between the same
par es. Popular cultures’ no on of paying
it forward is a varia on on the theme of
this law. And to go back even farther the
“Golden Rule” states do onto other, as you
would have them do onto you. Here the law
is directly related to returning in like kind
the favor/good deed or ac on. Throughout
history human culture has created a construct around which reciprocity exist. Some
cultural beliefs, perhaps more than others
have at its very roots the consequence of
not living by the law of reciprocity.

Jarvis Grants’ book documents the ar s c
and crea ve journey of one such Ci zen
who through his trained and skilled hands
sets out to bring dignity, and iden ty to the
Ci zens in the Mount Pleasant Community,
located in Washington, DC.

Karma a consequence of cause and eﬀect and
striped down to its simplest meaning implies
that we reap what we sow, or a consequence
of what happens to an individual or individuals
who do not adhere to this natural law to which
we are all bound, knowingly and unknowingly.
Historically the church, formal and informal
places of worship or gathering has oﬀered
spiritual, religious/legal/poli cal/financial
shelter and social services to people who
were vested in building co-existence with

Citizens We captures the dignity of the
Citizens by paying homage to everyday
people. People who knowingly avoid accultura on by desperately holding onto their
language and culture suﬀer the indignity
of invisibility. Jarvis restores power by
returning it to the people. Citizens We
is Powerful.
Enjoy,
Terry deBardelaben
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